
Agenda

1) AIPG – South Dakota Section: Treasures Report
   a. Current budget
   b. 2010 taxes

2) Welcome to all
   a. New members, Membership renewal

3) Presentation of Awards
   a. 2011 JP Gries “Geologist of the Year Award” to Dr. Edward F. Duke

4) Section report:
   a. News from the President
      1. AIPG 2010 Advisory Board Report
      2. AIPG Ad-Hoc committee on support of sections
   b. Looking toward to the 2012 Annual Meeting
      Field trip proposals
      Sessions organizers
      Publications assistance: Editor

5) Summer Field Trip for 2011
   a. Proposals
   b. Volunteers to organize

6) Section Officers: new election in March 2012

7) Other SD news from membership?

8) Adjourn